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Early Studies on Stratification
• Labov 1972
• “lames” who didn’t run in the urban circles

• Fasold 1972
• stratification in third person –s deletion as well as
in habitual be (“distributive be” )

• Taylor 1971
• Black Standard English: +phonology, -grammar

• Hoover 1978
• Parents prefer BSE over SE (broadcast English)
and over AAVE.
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More Recent Studies
• Lippi-Green (1997)
• Standard language ideology
• AAE…substandard? (Depends on who says it.)

• Rahman (2008)
• studied significance of “sounding black”
• Survey to gauge subjects’ language attitudes
• Situational appropriateness of varying levels of
vernacularity

• Weldon (2004 and Forthcoming); Weldon and
Britt (2015 Forthcoming)
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Full Study
• Focus on Professional-class-aligned
African Americans
• Exploring both phonological variation and
morphosyntactic variation
• Focus today is on morphosyntactic
variation and identities of place.
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Research Site

SE
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Interviewees
•
•
•
•
•

18 speakers
6 male, 12 female
Ages 20 – 85
African American
Longterm residents of Southeast,
Washington D.C.
• 11 Professional Class Aligned
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Professional Class Alignment
• Socioeconomic status: etic,
comprehensive (but occasionally
mismatched)
• Personal identification: emic
(but also often overly optimistic)
• Social network: strong predictor of
linguistic behavior (Milroy and Milroy 1993)
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Professional Class Alignment
• Socioeconomic status
• PersonalProfessional
identification

Class

Aligned
• Social network
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Morphosyntactic Variation
• Rare for middle class African Americans to
use highly marked features
• Rarer still for their speech to be entirely
devoid of them
• Rahman (2008) : marking in-group statuses
• Podesva (2008) : specifically to the issue of
stancetaking about gentrification.
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Style and Stance
• Understanding the role of language in the
negotiation of a particular identity
• what features are used and how they pattern
• how they are used in ongoing interaction
(Schilling-Estes 2004)

• Similar two-pronged approach here
• Quantitative: density measure of features /
intonation units across topics
• Qualitative: the stances speakers take in within
topics and their collocation (or not) with use of
AAE
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• Zero copula (He Ø nice.)
• Negative concord (Don't nobody want that.)
• Determiner alterations, both bare nouns (Suit look
good [(Spears 2007)]) and substitution of a for an
• Zero past tense marking (Yesterday she say I look
good)
• Completive done (I done ate my lunch)
• Remote time been (I BIN had my supplies)
• 3rd singular verb regularization (He talk to her every
day)
• Habitual be (We be having to write a lot in this class)
• Existential it (It was a lot of tourists downtown)
• ain't
• They substitution for their or they're (Those girls don't
have they homework.)
• got for have/has (She got four kids.)
• Q-inversion: subject/auxiliary inversion in embedded
questions (He asked him did he go.)
www.jessgrieser.com
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ED Education
LN Language
SE Southeast
RL Religion
WK Work
DC D.C
CH Neighborhood Change
PH Personal History
RC Race
SI Speaker-initiated
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Hypotheses
• topics which are more closely related to race
• topics about which the speaker is particularly
passionate
• Because of the racially based nature of
gentrification , and that most speakers in the
neighborhood consider gentrification to be a
topic in which they have considerable stake
as members of the community, it is expected
that speech related to gentrification in
particular will occasion use of AAE features.
www.jessgrieser.com
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SI

Paired-T
Using “Personal History” as baseline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CH n.s
DC n.s
ED *
GN n.s
LG n.s
SE n.s
WK *
RC n.s
SI n.s
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it will become bad for us
us meaning black folks
it's going
if I move out of Anacostia tomorrow
and want to come back
a house is going to cost me three times as much
but that's the new history of uh uh uh of Southeast
that's the new thing of Southeast that's going on
and it it there is no admittance to it. Nobody wants
to admit that
well yeah it's going on
no it you know they'll tell you no no it's not that's
not happening
that's a lie. You can see it. You can You can go out
there and look at the subway. You can go out there
and look at the bus.
you know come on they're doing they're making vast
improvements over here
they ain't make improvements for us
they're not. They're making improvements to get to
change the demographics
all this history is going to be gone.
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it's a good idea now what I think is a terrible
moneywasting idea is these trolley cars
They done had the tracks down for five
years I haven't seen no trolley car run yet
that was um
Adrian that mayor
Fenty
That was his baby
And why would you have a trolley car when
you have busses and a subway
you know
you see there at H Street is loaded with the
tracks
Trolley car hadn't be-- and they was trying
to build that four or five years
They have the trolley the tracks down there
by the metro but um by um Anacostia
metro station
but the way the tro-- the tracks are set up
It would be to carry people to um
Homeland Security
jgrieser@utk.edu

one daughter
she lives in North Carolina
I have one grandson
fourteen
he'll be fourteen in april
uh thirteen going on forty-one
Other than other than being a
grandmother that was big too
That was the top
you know
that was the top
I I have a little great niece
and she called me cuckoo-head
so I was going to let it slide, you know
so her father said uh-uh uh-uh
you don't say that to Aunt Dolores
apologize!
you don't -- Call her Aunt Dolores
cuckoo head but the way he was saying I
said to myself Oh
he remembers the way it was
and he probably hope I don't be the way I
was on his daughter
he got her to apologize
so I wouldn't come out the way I was
it was really funny
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Disalignment with Gentrification
so I don't even use the you notice I didn't
use the g word
I didn't use it I don't use it
I don't use it because when when you use
that word
it feels negative
yep it's a you know you say the word
gentrification
and it translates into these people are
being pushed out
by these other people
who ever the others are
they're pushing them out
and it's unfair
and it's racist
and it's this and it's that and it's
um class warfare it's all of these different
things
I didn't use it
it's change
jgrieser@utk.edu

but you find people are moving back in
to Anacostia
and these people that are moving back in
um have careers
they're purchasing homes
so it's like we're coming back
I don't want to say full circle because full circle
would mean there would be a change in the
ethnography
right so we're not k- maybe three-quarters circle
where I think Anacostia is going to see a stronger
black middle class
um which is I think is great but I don't know what
that means for people who are at the lower rung
economically
where do those people go
they can't afford to move back into the homes
that are being renovated and excavated and all
of that kind of stuff
I don't know what that means for them
I don't know what that means for the community
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Disalignment with Gentrification
our people get displays and then you
you build all of these marvelous new things that you know
that could have been there
that could have been there before
and that people who could have participated in so
you kind of glad that the city is beautiful
and this modernization
and there's, and things are being build
you know, you- you, you're happy about that
and it's becoming a very very beautiful city
but folks who really could have appreciated that
because they were here and they wanted that for so long
are no longer here
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it's really a disadvantage for the children.
you know because
you know you knew
that Miss Miss Anne on the street
or whoever was looking
while Mommy might have been at work
you know you couldn't
It was no getting away
or doing things that was not right
because you had somebody always looking
and correcting it
you know you're not supposed to do that
so yeah
that I'm sh-- the only thing I can see is that
it's a lot of grandparents raising the kids now
and the parents are getting younger
you know having kids younger
and so they don't have that experience

Place and Phonology
• Labov 1966 > /r/ = class and New York
• Becker 2009 > /r/ = New York, and “stayer”
• Podesva 2008 > [Ø t,d] = antigentrification
• Morphosyntax performs the same way, but
effects are smaller
• Potentially more marked

• AAE use is reflective of a very carefully
constructed dual identity that allows them
to criticize the problems in the
neighborhood without fully aligning with
the processes of gentrification.
• Recognizing the pattern requires both the
quantitative data as well as discursive
positioning relative to the stance object of
neighborhood change
jgrieser@utk.edu
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Future directions
• Small sample size: limits effects of
statistical testing
• Statistical tests reveal that features are being
used stylistically

• DC as a topic

Thank you!
¡Gracias!
jgrieser@utk.edu
@jessgrieser
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